CSCE CONFERENCES / CONGRÈS SCGC

CSCE 2012 Annual Conference / Congrès annuel SCGC 2012 - Leadership in Sustainable Infrastructure / Leadership en infrastructures durables
June 6-9 juin 2012
Edmonton, Alberta

Courses at CSCE Annual Conference FINAL REMINDER!
June 6, 2012
Edmonton, Alberta

Courses at CSCE Annual Conference Edmonton, AB, June 6, 2012 FINAL REMINDER

1. Infrastructure Asset ManagementPrinciples of infrastructure management in the practical context of two municipalities: small (Clarence-Rockland, ON) and large (Edmonton, AB).

Award for Governmental Leadership in Sustainable Infrastructure
June 7th, 2012

15th International Specialty Conference on Cold Regions Engineering
August 19-22, 2012
Quebec City, Quebec

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS / CARREFOUR DES MEMBRES

New Canada not-for-profit Corporations Act
From CSCE Executive Director, Doug Salloum:

Some of you have been asking how the new Canada not-for-profit Corporations Act will affect CSCE. National Office is on the case and can tell you the following:

1. I have attended a seminar on the new Act and understand what we must do;
2. All not-for-profits have until October 16, 2014 to comply with the new legislation;
3. I am receiving advice from a law firm in Ottawa; Nelligan O’Brien Payne on what CSCE must do to comply;
4. I will include in the 2012/13 National Office draft budget an estimate of what this compliance will cost us. I think it should be under $10,000;
5. I plan to bring CSCE into compliance during 2012/13 well in advance of the 2014 deadline;
6. Individual Sections do not have to do anything. The legislation is national and the charter is held by National Office in Montreal so we will take care of it.

I hope that is reassuring.
We're approaching the end of March and the time for renewing your 2012 Membership is NOW. Please log-on to your profile on our website or attach your cheque to your Renewal Notice and ensure that our mutually beneficial relationship continues, as we move forward with our exciting new initiatives. As you read this E-bulletin, you will read about the successful efforts of your fellow members in action.

Our Society has been asked by the Minister of Infrastructure to participate in a consultative process leading to a new Infrastructure Program, expected to be in place by the spring of 2013. We are all working together to ensure the future of civil engineering in Canada. Only with your support can we continue to make a difference! Please do not hesitate to contact Pat Kerr should you require assistance. info@csce.ca

La lecture de ce bulletin vous sensibilisera aux succès et aux efforts de vos confrères. Le Ministre des Infrastructures a sollicité la participation de notre société dans la préparation d'un nouveau programme d'infrastructure qui devrait être instauré au printemps 2013. Nous travaillons tous afin d'assurer un bel avenir au génie civil au Canada. Ce n'est qu'avec votre appui que nous pouvons nous distinguer, n'hésitez pas à contacter Pat Kerr si vous avez besoin d'assistance info@csce.ca

New corporate rates! OPUS Hotel
Montreal / Vancouver

Hotel Discounts: New and exciting CSCE corporate rates for CSCE members at Montreal and Vancouver OPUS Hotels! Click here for info!

Rabais corporatif pour les membres SCGC à l'hôtel OPUS de Montréal et Vancouver.
Pour informations: Cliquez ici.

LIFELONG LEARNING / FORMATION CONTINUE

Courses at CSCE Annual Conference /Infrastructure Asset Management/Winter Road Maintenance – Performance Measurement and Evaluation
Edmonton, AB, June 6, 2012
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

1. Infrastructure Asset Management
   Principles of infrastructure management in the practical context of two municipalities: small (Clarence-Rockland, ON) and large (Edmonton, AB).

2. Winter Road Maintenance – Performance Measurement and Evaluation
   Fundamentals of performance measurement for highway winter maintenance operations.

COMING EVENTS / ÉVÉNEMENTS À VENIR

Canadian Institute of Transportation Engineers (CITE) Annual Conference
May 27-30, 2012
Winnipeg, Manitoba

CITE invites all interested transportation and planning professionals to participate in CITE’s Annual Conference at The Fort Garry Hotel, a designated National Historic Site in downtown Winnipeg. The theme for the conference is Transportation: At the Heart of It All. The conference combines a leading-edge technical program with an exciting mix of activities and social events.
'From sea to shore – meeting the challenges of the sea' is the tenth in this highly-regarded series of specialist conferences. Known for offering the best international forum for the discussion of the latest development as well as informed debate – every event in the 'Breakwaters' series has ensured that advances in coastal engineering are appropriately highlighted. The conference will showcase up to 150 technical papers over three days covering all aspects of coastal engineering.

Calling all University of Saskatchewan Engineering Grads!
September 20-23, 2012

You are invited to join us at the inaugural Australasia and South East Asia Conference, ASEA-SEC-1, in Perth, on 28 – 30 November, 2012. The Conference is being organised by the staff of the Department of Civil Engineering, Curtin University, and will be held at our beautiful main campus, a few kilometres south of the Perth CBD.

The 3rd Climate Change Technology Conference (CCTC 2013) is a Canadian and international forum for the exchange of ideas for dealing with climate change. It is also an opportunity to keep abreast of emerging techniques and technologies for the mitigation of, and adaptation to, the impacts of climate change. The Engineering Institute of Canada (EIC) and ten of its member societies are organizing CCTC2013, which will be held on the campus of Concordia University in Montreal.

Carleton University - Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering - Position opening

Carleton University invites applications for a preliminary (tenure-track position) at the
Assistant Professor level in the area of wood engineering.

**Assistant Professor in Geoenvironmental Engineering - Faculty Position**
University of Saskatchewan

The Department of Civil and Geological Engineering at the University of Saskatchewan invites applications from outstanding candidates for a tenure-track faculty position in Geoenvironmental Engineering at the Assistant Professor level.
[Please click here for more information.]

**Senior Structural Engineer – Forensics**

Are you looking for an exciting opportunity to work on challenging and engaging projects? If you want to be part of this industry’s leading, dynamic, growing firm and contribute your skills, knowledge and abilities to our diverse and growing group of professionals, we are looking for you!
[Please click here for more info.]

**AMEC is currently hiring across Atlantic Canada**

Atlantic Canada AMEC is a focused supplier of consultancy, engineering and project management services to its customers in the world’s oil and gas, minerals and metals, clean energy, environment and infrastructure markets. With annual revenues of around £3 billion, AMEC designs, delivers and maintains strategic and complex assets and employs some 27,000 people in around 40 countries worldwide. See amec.com.

We are a consulting engineering and project management organization, and are extensively involved in a broad range of engineering fields. Projects involve local, national and international work.
[Please click here for more information.]

**INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE / ASSISTANCE INTERNATIONALE**

**Formation en Haïti**

L’entreprise de construction Pisaco, établie en Haïti depuis 15 ans, est à la recherche de bénévoles pour fournir un encadrement et un support en formation dans les domaines suivants :

- Forages et accessoires
- Battages de pieux et accessoires
- Structures métalliques
- Procédures administratives (très urgent)

Pisaco prendra en charge les frais de transport et d’hébergement.
Veuillez contacter Doug Salloum doug.salloum@csce.ca.